
TO OUR BEING TOGETHER AGAIN 
AND TO A MORE NORMAL PARISH LIFE 

  
With the lifting of most restrictions in our state, worship at OLR is 

returning back to “normal” for the most part.  If you have not worshipped 
with us in person for a while, we hope that you will soon feel comfortable in 

returning and that you will be able to do so.  Each of our parishioners and 
our families are an important part of our parish community, and our 

community is not complete without you.  
For now, worship at Mass is returning to how it was before the Pandemic 

(with a few exceptions).  Other aspects of parish life will return to something 
close to normal in the coming weeks.    
  

 
THE OPENING OF OUR STATE 
AND WHAT IT MEANS FOR US AT OLR 
 
Now that the State of California has reopened its economy by removing 

most of the COVID-19 protocols, we will now share with you what that 
means for us here at Our Lady of the Rosary.  The guidelines we list below 

come from our Bishop, who has not only taken into account State guidelines, 
but those of the CDC and local health officials to ensure the safety of our 

people.   
The guidelines we present here only pertain to our coming together to 

worship in the Church.  We have not received any guidelines for the 
following activities, so, as a result, they are not currently permitted.   

  

• Serving food after Masses 

• On-site meetings of parish organizations 

• Regular hours for our Parish Office 
• Large gatherings such as dinners, dances, and receptions for 

weddings, quinceañeras and funerals. 
  

So how is attending Mass like now that most restrictions are lifted?  
Actually, it is pretty much the same as it was before the Pandemic, with a 

few exceptions.  
  

Things that we no longer need to do: 
  

• Limit attendance 
• Take temperatures  

• Designate some doors as entrances and others as exits 
• Social distance — you can sit wherever you like 



• Wear a mask.  You need not wear a mask if you are fully vaccinated.  
Non-vaccinated people, including minors, still must wear a 

mask.   
  

Things we can now do again: 
  

• Have holy water fonts at the entrances 
• Have parishioners present the gifts at the offertory 

• Sing hymns and acclamations 
• Have our parishioners pass the collection basket down the pew 

  
Things that we will continue doing, or not doing: 

  

• We will continue to use hand sanitizer at the entrance to the Church 

• We will continue to offer the Sign of Peace with crossed arms and a 
bow towards our fellow parishioners, if they are not members of our 

household 

• We will continue to livestream our Rosary and Novena at 7:00 p.m. 
on weeknights, the Mass that follows, our Adoration of the Blessed 

Sacrament on Fridays, and our 8:30 a.m. and 10:00 a.m. Masses on 
Sundays  

• We will continue not to offer the Precious Blood from the cup. 
  

A word on the dispensation of the obligation to attend Mass    
  

At the beginning of the Pandemic our Bishop lifted the obligation to 
attend Mass.  You are encouraged to attend Sunday Mass if your health 

permits.  The dispensation will be lifted on Sunday, August 15, the 
Solemnity of the Assumption.   

  
A word on livestreaming    

  

Since the Pandemic began, we started livestreaming our Masses so that 
our parishioners could still attend Mass, albeit virtually, during the stay-at-

home order.  We feel that livestreaming has brought our parishioners closer 
together.  In addition to our weekend and weeknight Masses, we have also 

livestreamed funerals, weddings, quinceañeras and other celebrations so 
that family members who live anywhere in the world can watch the services.  

It is also a way where those who are homebound due to illness can still 
participate at OLR in some way.  We have decided to continue livestreaming 

our Masses and services as we do now on a permanent basis.   In fact, as 
part of our commitment to livestreaming, we are making plans to invest in 

cameras that will be installed permanently. 
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